Breslin R<
Losing N. Y
"1 would like to respond to a charge made
against me during my political campaign in
New York," Jimmy Breslin said in opening
the fourth annual Martin W. Clement
Lecture at Krieble Auditorium Wednesday
night.
"It was said that I was a high school
dropout," Breslin deadpanned. That's not
true. I attended High School for the full five
years."
The laughter that greeted that remark
continued for much of Breslin's talk, which
dealt mainly with his journalistic
background and his unsuccessful political
campaign at the side of Norman Mailer.
After graduating with a class that included "17 prominent felons," Breslin said
he worked his way up the journalistic ladder
on various small and "incredible"
newspapers. He devoted several remarks to
the now defunct New York Journal-

His Early
>aignWi

by Paul Dumont
American, which he said functioned around
a policy of "anti-semitism."
Breslin said that one women's club had
"German shepherds in the front row,"
ready to attack Mailer if he uttered any
profanities.
Breslin spoke of many of the ideas put
forth during his and Mailer's campaign as
"still being around, brought up by other
politicians." He cited the proposals that
New York City become a state, and that
parked cars be banned from streets to
facilitate cleaning up of the city.
He also said that the pair had come forth
with a revenue sharing idea similar to the
one President Nixon is advocating now. "If
so lackluster a mind as his is favoring the
idea, though, perhaps its not so good after
all," Breslin concluded.
The lecturer asserted that college
students had a "moral obligation" to "work

within the system" to bring about political
change. He defended the traditional
closedmouthedness and evasiveness of most
politicians on the grounds that "people only
want to hear one thing" from a politician,
something favorable to them. Breslin said
that a politician "can get in a lot of trouble"
speaking to "a small group of people that
usually doesn't count much."
Breslin called his next employer, the New
York Herald Tribune, a "fine" paper,
although in its early days, "we had Tom
Wolfe covering fires."
The journalist then said that, while
frequenting various bars in his native city of
New York, he began to "spread the word"
that he was writing an important book about
the Mafia, to be titled, "The Gang That
Couldn't Shoot Straight. Actually, Breslin
revealed, he had only the title written at the
(Continued on P. (!)
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Call Issued For New
Student Government
"* A group of students has called on the
student body to elect fifteen students to a
convention to write the constitution for a
new student government, (see Call at right).
Eleven students from the Trinity College
Council, three student-faculty committees,
the TRIPOD, Union, and the adjudicative
system announced that elections for a
student government founding convention
will be held Tuesday, March 23.
The fifteen students receiving the greatest
number of voles in the March 23 election will
meet after Spring, vacation to write a constitution for a student government. They
will also establish procedures for electing
the student government's members.
According to the Call for the convention,
students who want to run for one of the
fifteen convention spots must submit a
petition with 20 signatures to campus box
Kill).

Meskill Cuts
Financial Aid
For Colleges

Private colleges are lacing grave
tinandul difficulties, but the Connecticut
legislature will probably decrease financial
aid to private colleges, according to the
office of Connecticut Representative
Howard Klebanoff.
Connecticut's Governor Meskill did not
include any funds for a program which has
provided about three million dollars to
private colleges over the last two years.
Under this program, a private college which
agreed lo increase the number of Connecticut students it enrolled as it increased
its tolal enrollment would be able to collect
about Sl.utKi ft.tr each extra Connecticut
student.
At Itrusl no",', of (he state funds given to the
private i-nllene under this act must be used
us financial aid tor students.
Tins year Trinity receiral S-H.OIK) of iunds
Ironi tins program, established by Public
Act i;;'.7 in l!MHi,
"Hit Hit: surface, this program is an
economic way lor the state to use already
existing facilities." said Thomas A. Smith,
vice president »i the College. Smith, who is
also vice president of t«« Connecticut
(.'"tU'enwe id Independent Colleges, explained that the state of Connecticut pays
about S2.in.it> frt-r v*:ar to educate one student
in a sUOe-rtm instiltmoti. U the stale allots
•?S.wst to })nv..sk- i-atU'sis1* for each Conl ;:ut
IKTIU-C, ^nth'ui (Ju'ii "«•»' "
stiHiiilate
risrolltwjiis isumvati' coikfsw mul reduce

The students who called for the convention
said that if less than 400 students voted they
would "assume that sufficient support does
not exist for an effective student government at Trinity, and (they would) abandon
the attempt" to form a student government.
Robert Shapiro 73, a member of the
College Affairs Committee, said that he
hoped "we would not have the same kind of
anti-student government campaign which
helped to destroy the student Senate last
year."
The student Senate dissolved itself last
year after only 20% of the students voted in
an election for the Senate's executive
committee. At that time, the Senate passed
a resolution that the future of student
government at the College would.be decided
by an executive committee elected by at
least 400 students at an unspecified time.
The Senate transferred the Senate's
committees responsibilities including
running elections, handling senate finances
and recognizing to the Mather Hall Board of
Governors.
One of the students who called for the
founding convention said inat such a convention, supported by 400 students, would
carry out the procedures established by the
Senate for reorganizing student government.
The Call for the student government
founding convention said that "the students
of this college can have no effective voice in
the decisions governing their lives unless
they have a student government to speak for
them."
"Neither the faculty nor the administration will include the student body in
the decision making process unless they are
forced to do so" the Call continued. The
statement cited decisions concerning a new
Dean of the Faculty, the proposed academic
calendar, and students charged with
"neglect of work.".
Ballots for the election of students to the
convention will be distributed and returned
through the campus mail.
During the week proceeding the election,
the TRIPOD will publish the names of
candidates for the convention and short
statement by the candidates.
In an editorial in today's TRIPOD, editor
Steven Pearlstein, one of the signers of the
call said that a new student government
was a prerequisite for the establishment of a
"collegia!" system of decision making at the
College which would include the students.

Mead
Dr Leonard W. Moss, professor of
anthropology at Wayne State University,
will .speak on "The Historical
Development of the Italian Peasantry,"
ttxlav at 11 a.m. in
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Call For a Student Government
Founding Convention
The events of the last two weeks have shown again that the students of this
college can have no effective voice in the decisions governing their lives here
unless they have a student government to speak for them.
The selection of a permanent Dean of the Faculty, the recent ruffng on
neglect of work, and the proposal for a new academic calendar make it clear
that neither the faculty nor the administration will include the student body in
the decision-making processes unless they are forced to do so.
Therefore we call on the students of this College to elect fifteen students to a
convention which will form a student government.
The convention will meet immediately following Spring vacation to write a
constitution for a, new student government and to establish procedures for
elections to that student government.
Convention election procedures:
1. Any student who wishes to run as a representative to the convention must
submit a petition with twenty signatures by Wednesday, March 17.
2. On Friday, March 19, the TRIPODwill publish a list of candidates for the
convention and a short statement from each concerning their platform.
3. Elections will be held Tuesday, March 23. Ballots will be distributed and
returned through campus mail.
4. The fifteen students receiving the greatest number of votes will become
representatives to the convention.
If less than one-third of the student body casts ballots, we will assume that
sufficient support does not exist for an effective government at Trinity, and we
will abandon the attempt to form one.
John F. Bahrenburg, Curriculum Committee
Susannah Heschel, Lecture Committee
Richard Klibaner, Tripod
Jay Mandt, Adjudicative System
Robert Muller, Union
Robert Osher, Chairman TCC
Steven Pearlstein, Editor Tripod
Robert Shapiro, College Affairs Committee
Jonathan Stevens, TCC
Andrew Wolf, TCC
.
Charles Yeager, TCC

Nye Withdraws Calendar
Plan for January Classes

by Susannah Heschel
Edwin P. Nye, dean of the Faculty, with- meeting was "favorable to the students."
drew his proposal Wednesday night for an Caldwell said he suggested that the Faculty
academic calendar that would include two adopt a calendar with the first semester
weeks of classes in January. He said the ending by Christmas vacation.
The calendar printed in last week's
decision was due to pressure from students
and Faculty, Nye said he would write a new TRIPOD was incorrect; the following are
the main features of Nye's proposed
calendar this week.
Last week 881 students signed a petition calendar.
Sept. 22 Classes begin
objecting to the calendar revision proposed
Oct. 28-29 Open Period
by Nye and approved by the Curriculum
Nov. 24 Thanksgiving vacation begins
Committee.
Dec. 17 Christmas vacation begins
The T.C.C. passed a motion Wednesday
Jan. 3 Classes resume
recommending that the Curriculum ComJan. 14-17 Review Days
mittee "re-examine present proposals in
Jan. 18-25 Final Exams
light of student objections as expressed by
the petition."
;
Jan. 26 Intercession begins
Two students, William J. Caldwell, '72,
Feb. 2 Classes begin: second term
and Robert H. Muller, '71, went before the
Mar. 1-3 Open Period
Faculty Conference Tuesday afternoon to
Mar. 29 Spring vacation begins
discuss student opposition to the proposed
April 10 Classes resume
calendar. They objected to the two weeks of
May 19 Last day of classes
classes scheduled for January.
May 24-31 Final exams
According to Muller, the tone of the
June 4 Commencement
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Marcel Jean, Surrealist,
Lectures to Art Majors

by Paul Schncr
Trinity College as a haven for the tine arts quantity of illustrations to show how the
has been receiving a big boost during the surrealist transferred things into poetry
past week with the appearance of Marcel (Thus, it seems appropriate, that the term
Jean for a series of two lectures and a 'surrealism' was first employed by the
seminar for art majors. Jean was a charter French poet Apollinaire). Examples of
member of the 1932 surrealist group in surrealism were pointed out in the work of <,Paris, and since then he has been involved in Ernst, Miro, Tanguy, Arp, Klee, Dali,
the movement as a painter, lecturer, and Picasso, and the most influential artist of
writer. His stay at Trinity is the result of all, Chirico, a man who presented the logical
support provided by the Friends of Trinity in an illogical way.
Art.
Students were able to meet with Jean on
A small display of Jean's oeuvre is on an informal basis yesterday at a special
display in the Widener Gallery of Austin seminar and dinner held at the home of
Michael Mahoncy, professor of fine arts and
Arts Center.
Jean's lectures concerned the growth of chairman of the department.
surrealism in Europe and American and its
effects on the art world in general. Rather
than delve into the subject without proper
introduction, Jean instead devoted his
entire first lecture to an illustrated study of
the figures in art history preceding and
leading up to the movement. Such a
discussion is especially illuminating, for it
points out an often ignored link which exists
between modern works of art and those of
older masters. The soft mystique of Ingres,
the sensational Hieronymous Bosch, the
moody Spaniards El Greco and Goya, the
dreamy Fuseli: these and other artists were
seen by Jean as interesting precursors of the
By popular demand, Leroy Anderson will
surrealists.
On a more concrete level Jean noted that conduct the Hartford Symphony "Pops" in
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth its third series program on Saturday, March
century there was a general upsetting of 27, 8:15 p.m., at the Bushnell Memorial.
Mr. Anderson, composer and conductor, is
traditional art due to industrialization and
the creation of art for a larger mass more than a musician. A linquist, he speaks
audience. The development of photography German, Swedish, Norwegian, Danish,
allowed the artist to escape from the bonds Icelandic, French, Italian and Portuguese.
Prior to the Second World War, Mr. Anof realism to a super- or surrealism.
In Jean's second lecture the movement derson made five trips to Europe, mostly to
itself was discussed. Briefly describing Germany and Scandinavia and during the
surrealism as "the artist's quest for the war he served as a translator with the U.S.
marvelous" the lecturer used a profuse counter-intelligence force in Iceland. He
later became chief of the Scandinavian desk
for Washington's Military Intelligence
Service.
In 1935, Mr. Anderson decided to make
music his career and became associated
with the Boston "Pops" Orchestra as
by John Speziale
arranger and orchestrator. Arthur Fiedler,
"Born to Move" contains an organ solo. But the Boston "Pops" conductor, encouraged
all the new additions have been carefully Anderson by giving many of his comcalculated to highlight Fogerty's greatest positions their first performance, and since
asset --his voice.
his style had immediate appeal, his career
Rolling Stone recently stated that John was launched.
Fogerty knows how to "sing his ass off".
Anderson has appeared as guest conThere's no doubt about it. On "Pagan Baby" ductor of most of the major orchestras in the
he demonstrates that hard, gutsy singing United States and expanded his activities to
style which he is famous for. His guitar riffs include the musical theatre by composing
are as exciting as his voice (and like his music for Broadway productions
voice, they are very controlled - emotional,
On contemporary rock music, he says
but controlled.). As the song progresses, the "People
who like the old music never like
emotion heightens and at the end the the new. They
don't realize it's not meant for
twanging and the singing combine in a loud them. It's for the
people". Much of
"Hey, hey, hey!" creating a fantastic it is bad, but the younger
same
can
be said for any
climax. That's what rock and roll is all other period of music. It's just
that only the
about, folks.
good works survive the test of time, and the
But Fogerty isn't just a loud singer. Listen clunkers of the past are forgotten. Many of
to the falsetto he rises to on "(Wish I Could the Beatles' songs will become standards,
Hideaway". It's perfectly executed, as is his just as much as Gershwin's music has, he
vocal vibrato in this same song. ,
said".
All in all, the combination of music and
Mr. Anderson has included in this most
voice really makes for an exciting sound on diversified program, a work to be
all of the cuts. Doug Clifford and Stu Cook on premiered in Hartford especially for this
drums and bass provide the pounding rock "Pops" concert.
rhythm which serves as the foundation from
Tickets available at the Bushnell Box
which Fogerty takes off both instrumentally Office
- Phone: 246-6807
and vocally.
It's a real rock and roll album, demonstrating all of the major types of good rock.
"Sailor's Lament" is gospel flavored,
"Chameleon" is pure soul, "Hey Tonight"
sounds like early Beatles, and "Molina"
could have been written back in the fifties.
The lyrics are all pretty tolerable, and I
don't think that good rock and roll requires
any profound poetry, Unlike Ike and Tina,
Fogerty's social awareness is expressed in
honest questions or humorous satire, and
doesn't seem as deliberately aimed at
saving the world. I think he'd rather play
good music.
The only objection I have to Pendulum is
the inclusion of a song titled "Rude
Awakening #2", which is the last cut on the
album. It is some kind of "psychedelic"
instrumental which is too long to be enjoyable. I think Fogerty was experimenting
here, trying to see how much he could do
with as many instruments as possible. The
experiment failed, but the album on the
whole is a success. After all, "Rude
Awakening" is the last cut so you only have
to get up once on this side. And you can push
the reject button, you don't even have to
pick up the tone arm.
Anyway there you have them, two fine
rock albums (for the most part). Ike and
Tina Turner and Creedence Clearwater
(Lawson Photo)
Revival are helping to prove those immortal
words of Sha-na-na: "Rock and Roll is here
John Rezek, one of four students who
to stay" (In spite of Blood Sweat and
read poetry Tuesday evening in Wean
Tears!),
Lounge.

Boston "Pops"
Soon at Bushnell

No. 1
This photograph by Donald B. Reder, '73, has been awarded first prize in the Tripod
photography contest. His and other entries are now on exhibit in the Austin Arts Center.

~~ Skimming"

Ike and Tina and Creedence
.Both of the following albums have been
out for some time now, but I've been too •
busy to get to them.. They are still the ,
"latest" records by these artists, however,
and are well worth reviewing since they are
representative of some of the best all round
rock and roll sounds being produced today.
Ike and Tina Turner have been making
.records for quite a few years now. The first
time I ever heard them was on the Andy
Williams Show (Would you believe it?)
about two years ago. They are a slick, showbizzy group who play and record a lot of
covers (arrangements of songs made
famous previously by other artists) and who
aren't beyond trying to sell their music by
dressing up the act, with a sexy chorus of
gyrating Negro ladies. At their worst they
can be somewhat repetitive, (though never
boring) and too social conscious. But at their
best they are capable of producing some of
the most exciting rock and roll I've ever
heard.
Workin' Together (Liberty, LST 7650)
suffers, a little because someone seems to
have decided that it was time to use Ike and
Tina's .rock,and roll as a vehicle for social
change.,' -I'm referring to "Funkier Than a
Mosquita's Tweeter" (which is apparently a
musical reprimand to some dirty old man)
and the title song, "Workin' Together"
•(which is pretty, musically but somewhat
-weak,,lyrically, offering the universal answer,"Work together and we can make a
change", which has been slightly overworked in pop music these days.). These
songs,ace also slightly overproduced and
; lack that raw rock quality which this group
; is so capable of. I also object to the change of
lyrics in McCartney's "Let It Be". This is
definitely the worst cut on the album; the
/arrangement lacks any originality at all.
On the bright side, the other. Beatle song
on the album, "Get Back" is a very good
. example of how welllke and Tina can cover
someone else's material: Ike's guitar riffs
are reminiscent of Harrison's on the
Beatle's version, but the addition of brass
and Tina's gutsy vocal are exciting. "Proud
Mary", the group's single, is here too, and
when it gets rolling I have to admit that it's
as much fun as Creedence's original. Other
high points come in Ike Turner's own songs
/ "The Way You Love Me" and "You Can
Have It" (a song in which Tina's vocal
reminds me of Joplin, only with more
, substance and depth than Janis could ever
give off). But the best cut on the entire
album is "Game of Love" in which Tina
plays the part of the hurt-woman-turnedbitch, threateningly singing, "Just like you
can cheat on me, I can cheat on you". She
creates a fear of castration equal to that

which Mick Jagger instills when his Midnight Rambler tells us" that he'll stick his
knife down our throats -"and it hurts!"
To sum it up, Ike arid Tina play in a- rock
group which excels in producing a hard
danceable beat. Unlike many rock bands,
they are not overly pretentious (at least in
their music) and, unlike many soul bands,
the brass arrangements are complementary, never overdone, yet always
keeping the background screaming. Tina
Turner is probably the best female rock
singer in the business, and Ike keeps her
right up front, interjecting his tight competent guitar leads subtly, so as not to steal
the show. It's too bad this group can't put out
an album that you can play right through to
ine end. The reason they can't is undoubtedly their commercialism, which,
although it doesn't necessarily ruin a good
rock song (indeed, commercialism often
makes for tighter arrangement), can be the
cause of picking songs which have a more
universal appeal (i.e., appealing to people
like the teeny-boppers who often lack any
real musical sense, but who buy records
because they "tell it like it is".). Unfortunately, this situation makes groove
skipping a necessity for the die-hard rock
and roll fan. But if one doesn't mind picking
up his tone arm two or three times, he will
be rewarded with some great rock and roll
from the Turners.
But if you're just not willing to pick up that
tone arm at all, then go out and get yourself
the newest Creedence album. Like Ike and
Tina, Creedence Clearwater Revival
represents one of the best rock and roll
bands in the country. But they're better than
Ike and Tina Turner because they aren't
quite as obvious in their commercialism. I
can't say that they aren't doing little things
to deliberately sell albums, but they don't
seem to be trying as hard as Ike and Tina
are.
Pendulum (Fantasy, 8410) is Creedence's
most "camp" album to date, but it's also
their best because it really rocks. The songs
are a bit more commercial than the ones on
their previous albums, but for that same
reason they are more varied and more
original than the tunes of the past. John
Fogerty is now playing organ and
saxaphone on some numbers and he plays
them just like he-plays the guitar: using
them to make competent understatements
rather than pretentious overdone leads
which so many groups today call jamming.
Everything is tight on this record. Fogerty
plays well, but he isn't taking any chances.
On some of the numbers an entire brass
section has been added, and on "Sailor's
Lament" there is even a chorus of ladies.

Poet
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'The Devils' to Begin
Its R un Here Tonight

The Theatre Arts Department's Third
Major Production of the year, THE
DEVILS, by John Whiting, opens tonight in
the Goodwin Theatre. The play is under the
direction of Mr. David Eliet.
THE DEVILS was first presented in
England in 1961, and it is based on THE
DEVILS OF LOUDOUN, by Aldous Huxley.
Both the book and the play are based on
actual events that took place in Loudoun,
France between 1623 and 1634. However, in
the play, some of the characters have been
formed from combinations of the real people
involved and some of the relationships have
been altered slightly for dramatic effect.
The,main characters, Father Grandier and
Sister Jeanne, and their actions have been
preserved by Whiting within his highly
dramatic structure.
Grandier is a man in search of meaning.
His faith is founded primarily on intellectual
grounds, but this is not enough for him.
Grandier needs to be united with God. In his
effort to attain unification with God,
Grandier attempts to turn his political influence, his status in the community, and his
love affairs against himself. He pushes at
the boundaries of the society, asserting his
individuality within its highly rigid structure, in the hopes that the society will turn
against him and destroy him. But not until
he has found meaning does the society take
action. Then Grandier becomes afraid that
all he lias found will be lost in the torture
planned for him. Doubt and fear assail him

from all sides. Only when he can accept that
part of himself which is not intellectual, the
senses, is he able to face his end. The instrument of Grandier's destruction is the
Mother Superior of the local Ursaline
Convent, Sister Jeanne of the Angels. A
vision of him as spiritual adviser to the
order possesses her. When he rejects her
offer, she accuses him of filling the nuns'
minds through the power of Satan with filth
and lust. For the clerics who are jealous of
Grandier's brilliance in preaching, for the
laity who disapprove his luxury, and for
Cardinal Richelieu who resents his political
influence, the hysterical passion of the nuns
provides a sword against Grandier which
even his powerful friends cannot fend off.
The charge for Grandier's trial is diabolism.
The setting for the production was
designed by LEAD and is of a medieval
mansion type, employing several distinct
acting areas all blended together to create a
unified effect- a 17th century town square.
Costumes were designed by Leslie Ann
Eliet, and Mr. John Woolley, technical
director for the production, designed the
lights.

Tickets for the production, which runs
March 12,13,14,18,19, 20, 21, are on sale at
the Austin Arts Center. The price is $1.00 for
Trinity students with an I.D. and $2.00 for
non-students. Curtain is at 8:15 and late
arrivals will not be seated during the first 15
minutes of the show.

Cast For "The Devils'
Steve Charleston

Grandier
Sewerman
D'Armagnac
De Cerisay
Trincant
Adam
Mannoury
De Laubardemont
Conde
Richelieu
Louis XIII
Bishop
Barre
Rangier
Mignon
Ambrose
Bontemps

Self Portrait:

Harris Plays Male Lead
In Ibsen Drama at UHar

Robin Rogers
Libby Beers
Lynne Derrick
Ann Scurria
Ann Convery
Vicki Willson

Phillipe
Ninon
Jeanne
Claire
Louise
Gabrielle

People," which is being presented this
month by the University Players, University of Hartford.
Harris will be seen as Peter Stockmann,
brother of Dr. Thomas Stockmann, the
play's idealistic hero. "An Enemy of the
People," in essence a political drama, is

iiii
This time around I was hoping to write
about the Big Fight, but as you all well know
Ali could only manage to chip away at that
solid piece of rock also known as Joe
Frazier. It's sad, so there is no point in
dwelling over things as you would have liked
Ilium to be. Another romantic American
hero bites the dust. Maybe this is stating the
case a bit too strongly since we will certainly be hearing a great deal from Mr. Ali
in the days and years to come. So, instead let
me stick'my head back into the dark regions
of the movie theatre and soothe my disappointment in the more predictable matters
of cinema.
Coming up this Sunday and Monday at the
CiiU'studio iof course) is another one of
Hum' spwtacular double features that they
havi> a knack at putting together. This time
it is a -veritable visual feast of Uphills' LOLA
MONTHS and Hosselliiu's THE RISE OF
L u l l s Xl\ I>esiiibed 1>\ the eminent
piojtt lionist ,l,imc\ Hanle\ 7_ as ' ptuhaps
an t-U'iimg D! i ultuiul ttwikiH these two
f i l m s fittii dti t i n M s t i b h - i l u u i c e U> s i e t w o
lull i ultii ' i t . t s t e i jn i< t f s hv t w o itf F i n o p e s
ti'icst
,(i'd m 1 j i u p u l a t h k i i m u i
film
d i i i ' i i i t i * ic) tt.«> h\iA'' i i t u ' s t u d i o s c i e t n
• ' i ' u ' n i i i >JI>|. iu.it u i t l u » i i s t h e s with
• j m ' t •." i , " | 11 I I M t l u j u t
tli*\ b o t h
t ,|,» t
, i
n i l ' H a t m i issht'lros
n
•r.
, ,
, »f
•
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Steve Roylance
Cameron Thompson
The arts editor is caught posing behind a Batman lithograph which was part of the sale
David Ormiston artwork in Austin Arts Center Wednesday. The Roten gallery sponsored the event.
Durward Watson
Boo Pearson
Fred Wolinsky
Chip Keyes
Len Cowan
' Richelieu
Mark Bartelt (also Ambrose)
Miklos Horvath
David Wakefield
Chris Chase
Richard Harris, who has been described based on a polluted water system which
Glenn Gustafson as "the best character actor in town,'.' has threatens the profitable public baths owned
Mark Bartelt been assigned the top interpretive role in by a small Norwegian coastal town. /
Gary Rohrback Henrik Ibsen's drama, "An Enemy of the
"As the town's major, Peter Stockmann,
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during the 19th century by being the
mistress of everyone from Franz Lizst to the
King of Bavaria who built a glass palace for
her. She had such a great reputation that
after she lost her beauty and charm in
Europe, she toured around the United States
in a theatrical production of her own life.
Ophuls emplifies this theatrical section of
Lota's career into a wild circus in which she
re-lives her entire life nightly in front of the
common folk of America. The film is constantly shifting back and forth from the
artificial phantasmagoria of the circus to
the actual events in her life as envisioned by
Ophuls - theatre mirrors life and vice versa.
A younger Andrew Sarris once ventured to
say that LOLA MONTES is the greatest film
ever made. While I would reserve that
category for Godard's PIERROT LE FOU
or perhaps Hitchcock's VERTIGO, Ophuls
in this film certainly pulled out all the stops
in piesenting this tale of Romantic Europe.
Long sweeping tracking shots are the
hallmark ot Ophuls' style and in LOLA
MONTES he has several of these which take
voui bteath away in their beauty and
complexity No doubt this is the finest work
h\ this him makei whose roots go back into
the Giand Opeia of 19th century Pans.
(m the other hand, Rossellini is an Italian
duector who u, obsessed by the cinema as a
,Jo%>et> to vaptuie truth. At the end of World
V, ,t I»« o Kossellmi was at the forefront of
r| P v n Realism movement. Neo Realism
, ^ ,- ittcnij't to capture the spirit ot hie as
* ...ti, us d i v t'oing outside and (timing in
.<*|?H tx«! u-mg non-professional actors

recruited from the lower classes. Gradually
Rossellini grew disillusioned with making
fictional films and declared that he was
finished with cinema.
After a short retirement, however,
Rossellini returned to the film scene by
making a series of historical documentaries
for European television. These started with
THE AGE OF IRON, a collection of five
hour-long sections which cover the history of
our civilization from the discovery of iron in
pre-historic Rome to the huge steel factories
of our modern age. Although these films
contain a certain amount of dramatic action, Rossellini is primarily concerned with
the look and feel of these past ages by
stressing details which characterize the
idiosyncrasies of the period he is working
with. Recently he has made films from such
fascinating material as THE ACTS OF THE
APOSTLES (eleven hours long!) and
SOCRATES. The only one of these historical
reconstructions to reach American thus far
is THE RISE OF LOUIS XIV.
Unfortunately I have not been able to see
LOUIS XIV as yet, so I cannot make further
comment until next week. However, this
film has had an unusually favorable critical
reception since its U.S. release last summer. Slowly it has opened in several small
art houses across the country and surprisingly enough has had long runs and rave
reviews. This is a fine opportunity to see two
truly dazzling films. So go out this weekend
and* indulge your eyes a little.

the antagonist, is straight and stulty,"
Harris says, in analyzing his role. "He's a
pompous fool, and the problem is to make
him real and understandable, not a
caricature.
"Really, he is something of a tragic
figure: a man who has worked so hard all
his life for the position he's attained that he
will do anything to protect it—even to
destroying his own brother. This is a theme
that Georges Simenori, the distinguished
author of detective novels, has used
repeatedly."
"An Enemy of the People" will be
directed by Prof. Edgar L. Kloten, director
of the University Players since 1956. The
Ibsen drama will be presented on consecutive weekends in Auerbach Auditorium,
on the UofH campus - Thursday
through
Saturday, March 11-13. \ :'•""'''•'•"}
Curtain time is 8:15 p:m; B'or ticket
reservations, phone (HartfQrd/a'rea code
203) 523-4811, Ext. 265.
Actor, director and playwright, Richard
Harris spent eight years as a drama student
and drama instructor at Syracuse
University. Here he had 30 stage performances to his credit. In 1961, he took an
insurance position in Hartford. But the
theater is his life.
His Hartford credits are impressive. As
actor, director and playsmith, Harris
productions with the University Players
include Luigi Pirandello's dramatic
tragedy, "Henry IV"; a comedy, "The
Three Cuckolds"; his own play, "The
Fourth Pig," a satirical work, and the Ugo
Betti drama, "The Inquiry."
Devotees of Hartford's Image Playhouse
have seen the Harris touch in Harold Pinter's "The Caretaker"; in "The Landlady,"
a Harris production, and in a group of short
plays ~ "The Wry World of Richard
Harris."
Credits with the Cooke's Tavern Players,
Plainville, include Peter Shaeffer's "The
Public Eye"; an evening of short plays
called "The Mixed Revue," and "The Pep
Policy."
And Harris appeared in Arthur Miller's
"The Price" with the Hartford Jewish
Community Center Players.
Richard, Harris has published a total of 13
plays. •'Happily," he reports, in a parenthetical aside, "I'm still collecting royalties
on most of the above!"
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Letters to the editor

EDITORIAL SECTION

'Dogs'

Reconsider, I
It can be said with all honesty that not too many people miss the old student
senate. That assembly got too involved in too many things that it really wasn't
interested in. The impetus for its dissolution really came from within.
Hopefully the call for a constitutional convention will result in a more effective
student government then the Senate could provide. Events over the past few
months have indicated that some system of organizing and expressing a unified
student opinion is necessary. The new dean was not interviewed by students
because those on high had decided that he was in the running all the time anyway.
Objections to the calendar proposal have been successful but nonconstructive.
Headway is being made in some departments to involve majors in certain areas
of decision, but these attempts are scattered and unorganized. The student activities budget itself is in a questionably democratic state, with checks on the
financially-sinking Mather Hall Board non-existent. And students who sit on
committees have been faced with a lack of clear mandates on important issues,
and jack of proper backing from their constituency when they do take a position.
For all these reasons, a student government is needed. The form can be as
imaginative and creative as those who design it. The difficulties met by the late
Senate in maintaining its own legitimacy and excluding extraneous issues must
be the first questions for consideration.
This paper has been a consistent advocate of collegia lity in government, that is,
governance based on consultation and approval by all three constituencies. The
formation of a student government is a prerequisite for effective collegiality.
Without It, the Faculty and administration have no reason to seek a collegial
system.; It is only when students can effectively exercise a veto on a de facto basis
that;more formal arrangements for their participation will be asked. A student
government, then, must make its first goal the necessity of collegiality.

Reconsider, II
Mr. Nye is to be applauded for his decision to reconsider the calendar. But the
original basis'for conflict still exists: parents don't want their kids around during
January; and students and Faculty doubt the validity of classes in January and
wouldn't want to come back for them even if they were. The answer is the
adoption of a optional January semester of intensive seminars offered for credit.
The excuse given by the curriculum committee and the dean's office for putting
off consideration of a January semester is that there is not enough time. But in
fact there are nine months. The notion that we have to decide exactly what we
want to do next year because we have to send the catalogue to the printer is absurd--another example of bureaucracy mastering the people it serves. If need be
the Tripod will publish the handbook in tabloid form, in a matter of two weeks at
half the cost.
.
We ask again that the idea of a January semester be approved by the Faculty at
its next meeting, and a coordinator be appointed to oversee and direct its
creation. There would be nothing so shameful in borrowing a successful January
program from another school for this first year if development of a unique
program proves impossible.
:
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'Demagoguery'
To the Editor:
I strongly object to the patronizing some of
much of David Green's article in the March
9 Tripod. His aspersion of John Tyler's
motives, campus standing, and literacy
adds up to something very like the
demagoguery Tyler decried in his article of
March 2. Had Mr. Green drawn back his
fangs at an earlier point in his reply, it
might have been easier lor readers to chew
upon its political contentions.
Sincerely,
Joel Kemelhor

'Calendar'
To the Editor:
Mr. Nye seems to have forgotten that some
Trinity students do not live in New England
To expect people who live in Wisconsin,
Missouri, Illinois, Minnesota, etc, to be
back on January 2nd is nothing short of
ridiculous. Most of these students save quite
a bit of money by travelling on a student
stand-by basis. Obviously Mr. Nye has no
knowledge of this system. If Mr. Nye had to
sit in an airport for eight hours hoping that
there will be room on the next plane he
might be more qualified to make up a
calendar for students. He seems unaware
that for many of these non-New England
students Christmas is the only time they get
to go home. A sixteen day vacation is not
very long when one must see their parents
and friends.
If Trinity would adopt the Honor System
people who live out of speaking distance
could take all their exams at home. It has
worked at many colleges and there is no
reason why it can't succeed here
Mr. Nye may have also forgotten that
good summer jobs are very difficult to find
A student who can start on a job early has a
much better chance of getting the job he
wants. It seems to me that the school should
become more aware of the needs and
problems of the students and correct them
without creating many more problems in
the effort. '
Allen Stark '74

'Fencing'
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Editor:
There have been numerous complaints
form Tripod Staff members and others in
the community about dogs in the Cave and
other parts of Mather Campus Center. The
policy has been that although dogs were
allowed in the building, they were to be kept
out of food service areas. This understanding has been ignored and the
number of dogs in the Cave, especially, has
increased this semester (along with complaints about this matter). Although efforts
have been made to remove dogs from food
service areas, the dogs are often let back in.
Since it has been impossible lo restrict
the presence of dogs to certain areas of the
building, it is now necessary to adopt a
policy restricting dogs and other animals
from all of Mather Campus Center. I would
hope that all pet owners will adhere lo this
rule and that anyone entering the building
will attempt to keep stray dogs, etc. from
coming in.
We have heard enough complaints. What
is now needed is everyone's cooperation.
Del Shilkrel

To the Editor
i case of the fencing
,
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.--p-; of those who fence at Trinity I
have fenced with the team here for five
years and seen it as the New England
_ the fencers such as the Tripod describes
s had

S^'ll f j ^

t? Ld for'!i ^

of tlu1 department (o provide money for a
fencing master (coach if you will) is I think,
the source of the decline of the team. When
in 'Ciii and T>7 ihe team was 1st and 2nd in
New Kngland, there was a coach. The
following year we did not have one for the
first half of the season and our fencing
reflected it. When Mr. Gerald Pring, a
former international in foil, look us in hand
we began to fence well again, and in the
first half of the following year we were 5-0
until a tough meet with Yale (How many
other Trinity teams compete in the Ivy
League) after which Mr. Pring was forced
to quit as coach, The $.2'<X> ho received for the
season couldn't begin to pay even carfare
lor him. "Professor" Pring coached us for
an hour and a half, live days a week, and
never missed a meet all season—13 in all
over a season .stretching from October to
March. Two hundred dollars? He once spent
$70 lor electrical equipment that we had to
have lo be able lo fence a triangular meet
with Princeton and Army, and was not, to
my knowledge, over reimbursed-he didn't
want to be.
In America there tire two ways to fence.
There is the Right way, developed over
hundreds of years by the European masters
and accessible only thru someone who has
fenced long in that tradition. There is also the
wrong way, that is the devlopment by the
fencer to an unorthodox style which
hopefully contains enough tricks and stunts
to bamboozle the average opponent, It's a
shame to have to fence Ibis way, for once
your tricks get stale you begin a slow
downward slide, and there is virtually
nothing you can do to end it. The only key to
the art in fencing is the classical style and
the only way to learn it is from a fencing
master. Fencing is timing and clear
thinking and grace and control. You can feel
it when you fence with those qualities and in
that tradition, and you teammates feel it
with you. But when you haven't got it it's a
bad feeling a bitter one when you're denied
the chance to achieve it.
! love fencing, and those fencers who have
stuck it out this season know the feeling too,
but they also know that as it is now the cards
an; stacked against them. The price of one
training meal per season from each varsity
athelete would probably pay for a coach for
the fencing team, and some excellent men
are available. But if the atheletic department continues to care as little as they now
do, all I can do is express my sympathy to
my friends onthe team, and my regrets to all
those who might have conn- to enjoy fencing
as much as I do,
K. Scott Sutton 70

'tiresome'
To the Editor:
Although it is our private belief that your
periodical is sufficiently tiresome to put an
amphetamine to sleep, it is not our intention
to pursue tautology in this regard. Rather,
we wish to take issue with the editorial note
to Mr. Barkan's recent letter to the Editor
concerning the campus fencing club.
In light of the club's third place finish at
the New England Fencing Championship
Tournament, the Tripod's position appears
silly, if not entirely unfounded. May we
suggest that failing adequate recompense,
immediate retraction be accomplished
forthwith.
Yours Respectively,
LaMaisondeSade

'Brilliant4
I'D the Editor:
In lighl of your latest hrillian
petition tables 'will i« M-1 up next weeK w
give town? back to Ihe Faculty and to raimoney for the Trash;*-.-*' iMensw Fund.
Sincerely.
»Barkan'?3
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^-Mastering the Draft

Homicide and the C, 0.
-Copyright 11171 by John Striker and Andrew Shapiro.
"II two Nazi Stormtroopers were killing
""your grandmother, would you resort to
deadly force to repel them?" Every day
across the country, applicants for the
conscientious objector exemption are being
asked this, or a similar, question.
Such a question would only be amusing
were it not the source of some very real
problems. In many cases, the local board
members asking the questinn actually
believe it is pivotal: if the young man is
willing to kill the Stormtrooper, he cannot
qualify for the exemption. Many young men
also believe the question is significant since
T>
it is asked so often. These young men may
decide not to apply for the CO. exemption
because they are willing to kill the Stormtrooper. Or they may quietly accept a I-A
classification. Or they may be tempted to
compromise their convictions and allow
their grandmothers to die.
In fact, however, whether a young man
would actually kill the Nazi or not has no
legal bearing upon his qualifications for the
conscientious objector classification. The
courts have repeatedly and uniformly
distinguished between a willingness to use
force and a willingness to participate
in war.
The Court of Appeals for the Second
• Circuit, for example, recently decided that:
"The statute providing exemption for
conscientious objectors does not speak of
objection to force, but rather of conscientious objection to 'participation in war
in any form.' . . . Agreement that force can
be used to restrain wrongdoing, especially
as the last alternative, has little bearing on
an atlitule toward war. We would not expect
a full-fledged conscientious objector to
stand by while a madman sprayed Times
Square with machine gun bullets, or while
an assassin took aim at the President."
In light of court decisions such as this one,
why do local boards still continue to import
Nazi Stormtroopers into the local board
hearing? This reporter asked Draft Director
Dr. Curtis Tarr. He responded: "Now, if I
. were a member of a local board, I would ask
many questions that registrants thought
were unfair because I want the real
registrant to come out. It's just like when
I'm teaching a class. I try to ask all kinds of
provocative questions. You've read Plato.
You know what Socrates did. You ask any
question that you think will provoke the

person to say what he really believes. So you
ask all kinds of leading questions. You see, I
don't make up my mind that he's not a
conscientious objector just because he says,
"Sure, I'd defend my grandmother.' But I
might begin to get some information by
which I can begin to examine what that guy
really thinks."
Using provocative questions to determine
a registrant's sincerity is legitimate. Sincerity is one of the requirements for the CO.
exemption. The manner in which a
registrant answers a question is a legitimate
consideration in determining his sincerity.
Local boards, therefore, often ask difficult
questions which may force a registrant to
reveal that he has not thought about war and
killing very much.
For example, boards often ask CO. applicants whether they are willing to pay
taxes and thereby participate in the purchase of war machines which will eventually be used to kill people. Of course, the
CO. exemption is not restricted to tax
resistors. However, registrants who have
not thought about such questions often
become confused and contradictory. Such
responses provide a basis for denying the
exemption since they reflect adversely upon
the registrant's sincerity.
Therefore, any young man seeking the
CO. exemption should prepare himself for
questions which may not relate directly to
his qualifications for exemption. Though not
directly relevant to his case, these questions
are important in determining a registrant's
sincerity.
The rules outlined above have resulted
from a number of court cases over the past
few years. Undoubtedly, some local board
members are not aware of these cases. They
still feel that a registrant who is willing to
kill the Stormtrooper cannot qualify for
exemption. If a board member used this
reasoning in order to deny the CO. exemption, he would be acting improperly. Any
registrant who feels his board has acted
improperly and who is ordered for induction
should not delay in consulting an attorney.
He will not only be helping himself, tie will
also help the young men who will confront
his board in the future.
We welcome your questions and comments. Please send them to "Mastering the
Draft," Suite 1202, 60 East 42nd Street, New
York, N.Y. 10017.

Book Collectors
Undergraduate .students are invited to submit entries to the Jerome P. Webster Book
Collector's contest. Entries are due on or before Friday, April 16 in the library. Three
cash Prizes of $!>(), SHMJ, and $150 will be awarded by the Library Associates and faculty
advisors. Thirty-five books should be considered as an average-sized collection for the
contest.
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Alone Together
The Trinity College Council adjourned its regular meeting Wednesday afternoon after Ihe
number of TC'C members in Wean Lounge fell below the fourteen needed for a quorum.
Before adjourning, the TCC asked the Curriculum committee to reconsider the proposed'
calendar, called on students to write a statement on student rights and responsibilities, and
made minor changes in its internal procedures. Shown above are Council secretary Thomas
Smith and acting chairman Henry DePhillips.

Finances . •
(from P. 1)
pressures on state institutions" he said.
A faction in the Connecticut Congress is
submitting bills to amend this program "to
provide for a grant of $1,000 for every
Connecticut student" in a private college,
Smith said. 80% of the funds would still be
used for financial aid.
Bills to continue and amend the Public Act
G27 program will be presented to the
Legislature during this session, but unless
revenues, which were not provided in the
governor's budget, can be found, they "will
go nowhere," according to Klebanoff's
assistant Bill Jones. Even if the revenues
are raised, he said, chances of passage are
"not all that good."
"Unless some sources (of income) loosen
up, there's not much future" for private
colleges, Smith said. He added that
"historically, the private institutions have
been bearing the burden of education, and
the state should keep them up; in fact, it
must."

Offices to Aid
Conn. Buyers
At a meeting here Wednesday, Donald K.
Ross, an associate of consumer advocate
tlalph Nader will ask Trinity Students' to
help create six citizen-protection offices in
Connecticut.
The offices would try to aid citizens in
fighting pollution and in advancing consumer protection and worker safety. They
would be staffed by lawyers and environmental specialists,, according to
Nader's plan.
Connecticut is one of two states Nader has
chosen as a testing ground for his project.
The idea is expected to "catch on" in other
states, according to Nader worker Peter
Basch 74.
Attorney Ross is coordinator of the Earth
Action Group in Washington, D.C He will
organize the two pilot groups, in Connecticut
and Ohio, Basch said.
The Connecticut Earth Action Group,
which is coordinating the Nader project in
Connecticut, hopes to raise over $250,000 this
spring to finance the offices in the state.
Ross hopes the Trinity community can raise
$5000 as its share, Basch said.
the meeting with Ross will be at 4 p.m.
Wednesday in the Washington Room.
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Breslin . • •
(from P. 1)
time, and began work on the book only after
he had sold paperback and movie rights to
it.
Breslin toid of other exploits that began in
bars, most notably his political campaign.
He said that, after a pensive walk through
the streets of New York, he and Mailer had a
few drinks and decided to run for mayor of
the city. Informed that only one of them
could run for the office at a time, they
decided that Mailer should try for the
mayor's post. Breslin decided to run for
"the other thing, which I didn't even know
the name of at the time." (President of the
City Council.)
The duo launched a campaign that was to
be marked by "a return to the English
language," and a measure of "style." According to Breslin, "showmanship" was a
better key word for their series of speeches
at colleges and organizations.
Breslin poked fun at "liberal arts students
who've never studied chemistry" who use
explosives to further their political aims. He
predicted that the next college generation
would be one "without fingers."
Breslin touched briefly on the recent AliFrazier fight, saying that he was not
"moved" by the contest. He protested the
billing of the fight as a "political thing, "and
tavored outlawing the sport to end the
miseries it purportedly brings to its stars.
In the question and answer period, Breslin
said that the main problem in the country
was the black-white tension. He also had
harsh words for the Vietnam conflict, which
he said is covering the country with "a slime
that colors our thoughts, our actions, even
our smiles."
In other comments, he said that women's
liberationists are "correct in most of the
things they are doing," that the U.S. should
keep a draft system "of some sort," and that
"nothing happens" when Sen. George
McGovern addresses an audience.
Breslin's speaking style blends a journalist's way with words, a down-to-earth
sense of humor, and a liberal sprinkling of
profanities. The audience responded enthusiastically to most of his anecdotes, and
many gave him a standing ovation at the
conclusion of his speech.

Two Develop New Curriculum
The state of Georgia is trying out a new
English curriculum, which was set up, in
part, by two professors from the College.
One of the two, Paul Smith, professor of
English, said the creators "attempted to
incorporate some of the newest and most
comprehensive ideas of literature and
literary studies."
James H. Wheatley, associate professor of
English, says the new curriculum, which
tries to connect literature, language, and
composition, is already being used in test
schools. What is most thrilling to him,
however, is that the idea is being pirated by
other states.
The two men joined Owen Thomas, a
linguist from University of Indiana and the
state department of Education in creating
an English curriculum that begins with prekindergarten children and extends to
graduation in twelfth grade.
"Composition is the center of all this,"
said Wheatley, who is in charge of the
composition curriculum. He said it stresses
two areas: "speech acts" and explanation.
Wheatley described a speech act as teasing,
warning, apologizing--the things we try to
convey to each other. In explanation, the
writer.(or speaker) tries to define why he is
giving the warning, why he is teasing
someone else, how sorry he is for what he
had done, he said.
Smith said The literature curriculum
teaches three basic kinds of criticism:
formalist criticism, archetypal criticism,
and historical criticism.
The linguistic componant is based on the
transformational grammer of Noam
Chomsky and others,
The last two years of school, the student
works on an independent study project, for
which his teacher is simply a consultant,
Smith said.
Smith explained that the structuring of the
curriculum is derived from a theory
proposed
by the
Harvard-M.I.T.
psychologist, Jerome Bruner. Bruner
proposes a curriculum should reflect the
structure of the subject being taught, Smith
said. Certain points should be repeated and
developed throughout the curriculum, according to Bruner, so that the point will be
reinforced.
Bruner feels, as do both Smith and
Wheatley, that children are capable of
handling certain complex ideas, if they are
presented in simplified form.
"The beauty o£ it is, I got to sneak in really
interesting stuff," Wheatley said. For
example, he said elementary logic is in-

Announcements

Vigil
A silent vigil in support of Daniel and
Phillip Berrigan will be held each Saturday
during Lent between 12 noon and 1 p.m. in
front of the Federal Building in Hartford.

Recruiting

Sign up for. these conferences in the
Career.Counseling Office.
Friday, March 12
U.S. Department of Housing and. Urban
Development
Monday, March 15
New York University Graduate Schools
Tuesday, March 16
Ridgefield Public Schools

ABC PIZZA HOUSE
Acro«from Trinity College
287 Now Britain Ave,
Hartford

"Call before you leave
the Campus"
Ptom 247-0234
Mon. - Thui. l i a.m.-12 j>jn.
Fti. and Sal. 11 a.m.-l a.m.
San.-12 a.m.-11 p.m.

by Matthew Molosliok
eluded in the curriculum, in order to aid
student's writing. Wheatley suggested that
some symbolic logic might be included at
the high school level.
While the treatment of these areas is
hardly complete, Wheatley points out that
set theory is taught as part of elementary
school mathematics.
"We have the new math and the new
biology, why not the new English?" Smith
asked.
According to Smith, the Georgia
curriculum reflects the structure of a
graduate course taught here at the College,
devised by Wheatley, called "The Study of
English."
According to Wheatley, the composition
curriculum simply gives the children opportunities to practice and develop what
they naturally do with language.
Smith observed that most things which
are important to an understanding and
enjoyment of literature come from aspects
of the students' experiences-both in and out
of class.
The curriculum "builds on natural tendencies of children to tell stories, dance,
play, sing, dress-up," Snr.ith said.
Most English curriculums tend to crush
these tendencies, Smith said. He claimed
that most students cannot stand poetry by
the time they reach college, despite the fact
that they may have loved to recite rhymes
when they were younger.
Wheatley blamed this on the curriculum
itself. He said it creates a unnatural
separation between writing and speech.
"The way writing is taught, you can
misspell and you can be awkward," said
Wheatley. "It becomes just an unnatural,
artificial, laid-out chore."
Smith objected to the way he feels English
curricula are usually compiled: "Sheer
accident." He said that sixty or seventy
percent of all tenth grade students in the
nation read Silas Marner, In fact, it has been
taught every year since the early 1880's. It
was introduced then because Harvard
University felt it should introduce some
"modern works" into its program. Within a
few years, however, the original reason for
reading Eliot's work was forgotten and was
included because it was 'traditional,' Smith
said. While it is a good book, it is not so good
as to be taught year after year to the exclusion of other good books, according to the
professor of English,
Smith also objected to the repetition of
books. He said teachers in one year do not
know what the teacher had done the year
before. By having a formalized curriculum,
this danger is averted, while it permits ideas
and resemblances between works to be
stressed.
Smith said critical terms are never introduced until the students ask for them.
"When they recognize a common grouping,
they are going to want to point to it and call
it by name," he claimed.
Both Smith and Wheatley argued that the
student should be freed from traditional
educational processes. "If the student is not

KENT

Sociology
The Sociology Department will present
two lectures next week. Ted K. Bradshaw,
from the University of California, will speak
on "College Student Subcultures" Tuesday,
March- 16 at 4 p.m. in the Life Sciences
Auditorium, Phillip H. Ennis, of Wesleyan
University will discuss "Ecstasy and
Everyday Life" Wednesday, March 17 at 3
p.m. in the Life Sciences Auditorium.

Entries in the tripod Photo Contest are on
exhibit in the Austin Arts Center.
cirpinUr

. sausage maker
chef, hotel trades
printer
auto mechanic
auto body man
needle trades
saddle maker

858 Park St.
Offers Trinity Students
Dry Cleaning at Our Low Prices
Jackets $.90
Pants $.80
Shirts $.28
TELEPHONE 249-4597

Photo

cabinet maker
m»on
Iron worker
stone cutter
iheet mttftl
plumber
baker
butcher

1LEANERS
.Laundry $.75/7 lb, $.12 each additional lb
.Free Pickup and Delivery at Rooms
Expert Tailoring and Repairs

APPRENTICESHIPS
IN EUROPE
Spend a two or three near apprenticeship
period in Norway or Germany and return
to the United States as a skilled craftsman with European training. Best preparation for good earning job, technology
studies, or language skill*. Also college
grads. Orientation course, travel, intensive language training abroad, paperwork
B

for

u Men

Wom

™,TwWrite
-f or call
H?for- free' brochure.
">. ages
16-25.

incerinain

engaged in his own education, then when
school ends, so does his learning," Smith
.said.
Wheatley I'eels that one of (ho program's
strengths is that, while it attempts to bring*
the student's experience to bear, it
presumes there arc; .some good ideas in the
world which we eannot necessarily come
across in livod-lifo. Although we may not
need to know certain philosophical
arguments, Wheatley argued, they arc;
worth knowing. These ideas are never
forced on the student, however, the
curriculum depends on the student to get
them out of the framework.
The curriculum, which was initiated by
Juanita Abernathy, the chairman of the
English department for Georgia's Slate
Department of Education, is being tried in
North Carolina now as well, both Smith and
Wheatley stated. They hope to see it used as
a model for eurrieular experiment all over
the country.
Smith, who directed the literature
curriculum, .said Abernalhy wanted "the
most vast and valid curriculum in Knglish
anywhere."
lie credited Georgia with making an all
out effort to the state through education, He
said the state was (jutting a good deal of
money into its curriculum development.
Help is also being received from the Federal
government, Smith said.
"I feel it is a kind of opportunity that one rarely sets. I had the chance, to help to
contribute to improving the education of
millions of children," Smith .said.
Owen Thomas, who directed the. language
curriculum, Wheatley, and Smith began
work early in 1968. By ltKii), they had set up a
tentative curriculum. According to Smith,
the three men produced a series of 25 to 30
half-hour television tapes to be shown to
teachers, introducing them to the new
curriculum. Each man did about 9 tapes,
which are broadcast twice a year. The
educational television network in Georgia is
run by the state, rather than a private
corporation, and is shown in the schools,
explained Smith.
In addition to television programming,
workshops are held with the teachers,,
telling them about the general concepts and
how to use the curriculum.
Smith is wrting guides for specific literary
works. He has already written analyses of
works ranging from Maurice Senak's Where
the Wild Things Av« to Hemingway novels.
The next step is the one Smith considers
the most interesting. The educational
television network are, working on a series of
several hundred fifteen minute programs,
modelled on Sesame Street. These shows
will introduce and stress ideas and works in
the curriculum to the students.
Smith said "That's really a tremendouslyinteresting use of the media."

DATii
1965 Blue V W
'1 Spd. Great Shape!
1967 Oatsun Conv
Red 4 Spd.
1962 Mercedes
220 SL
67 Vette Stingray
4 Spd. Conv.
1967 Buick Gran Sport
Green 2 Dr. Hdtp.
1967 Mustang Conv,
Std. Trans. Blue
1968 Open Wagon
Sid. Trans::
1968 Pont. Firebird
4 Spd. Conv. V8
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Trinity Club of New Haven Greenblatt Paces Cagers;
Honors Bantam Gridders Skaters Led by McFeeley

The Trinity Club of New Haven honored
the 1970 Trinity College football team and
coaching stall Friday night at the Ferris
Athletic Center.
•James Curtin of New Haven, Class of 1951,
and club president, headed a delegation of

Ftazier • . .
(from P. 8)
Sain Langl'ord, another great black fighter,
who died, bland and broke, in a Harlem flop.
However, his best years are behind him. The
only man ever to regain the heavyweight
championship was Floyd Patterson and he
did it against the consensual chump,
Ingemar Johansson.
Despite his gift for survival, Frazier can
be beaten if he keeps on fighting. He uses his
head to batter his way through his opponent's guard. A big man with a punishing
uppercut (George Foreman take note) could
bring him down. The public, long troubled
by Ali's impertinence, can be comfortable
with Frazier, a man tailored after the
cuffed-pants style of Jack Sharkey. In
countless bars, where the first Louis-Conn
fight stops short of the thirteenth round, the
real fight fans can rest easy. A tradition has
been restored. For many, though, Ali lifted
his sport out of the street, and for a moment,
gave it a touch of dignity. He will be missed

alumni, including former varisty team
captains. Plaques were presented commemorating the achievements of the
season, which included selection of Trinity
as New England College Division Champion, regional coach of the year honors to
head coach Don Miller and all-East honors
to the nation's leading rusher, Dave Kiarsis.
Jack O'Brien of Wallingford, class of 1936,
presented co-captain Jon Miller and Mike
James a team plague for selection as New
England Champs and their 7-1 record.
Trinity was 6-0 in New England last fall and
7-1 overall, losing only to the University of
Rochester. Jack McGowan of Branford, and
a 1958 graduate, honored Dave Kiarsis with
a plaque commemorating his selection as
Division II Player of the Year by the
Eastern College Athletic Association and for
his per game average of 171.8 yards gained
which led the nation's rushers.
Other members of the coaching staff
receiving awards and those presenting them
were: assistant coach David Buran from
Howie Wrzosek of West Haven and the
captain of the 1966 eleven; assistant coach
Jack Daniels from John Kenney of Branford
and captain of the 1958 football team;
assistant coach William Sferro from Jack
Barten of Orange and captain of the 1955
baseball team; trainer Robert Slaughter
from Judge Vincent Bruno of North Branford and a tackle on the undefeated teams of
1954 and 1955.

What you should know about diamonds
when you know it's for keeps

The final statistics are in and, as expected, captain Howie Greenblatt finished
as the Bantams' leading scorer this past
season. Greenblatt, whose l,000th career
point earlier in the year was a main
highlight of • the Bantam season, finished
with 459 points and an average of 21.8 points
per game to pace the Trinity attack.
Following Greenblatt in the scoring
column was sophomore Nat Williams wno
scored 340 points for an average of 16.2.
Williams, who did a fine job for the Bantams
in his first varsity season, also finished as the
teams lea'curig reoounaer. iN'a't named in 'ivd
caroms, the only Bantam to go over the 200
mark, for an average of 11.8.
Greenblatt's counterpart on the hockey

TRINITY COLLEGE HOCKEY (6-10)
1970-71 FINAL INDIVIDUAL SCORING AND STATISTICS
No.
18

Name
*Co-Capt. Cliff McFeeley
Jono Frank
David Koncz
Co-Capt. John Milliken
Spike Birmingham
Tom Tamoney
John Stevenson
Alan Landry
Sumner Smith
Tom Savage
George Finkenstaedt
Peter Lawrence

4
6
9
2
15
14
5
16
19
7
3
11
22
10

Chris Wyle

Tim Stevens
Chris Ray
Open Semester - Gary Mescon
Goalie
Carl Norris
ii
Mark Farrell
Injured
Sandy Grant
Injured
Sheldon Crosby
Goalie
John Lehr
Goalie
Chuck Shreve

You've dreamed about your
diamond engagement ring a thousand times. 'But' now that you
know it's for keeps, it's time to
stop dreaming and start learning
about diamonds and their value.
Because no two diamonds
arc: exactly alike, jewelers have
adopted exacting standards to determine the relative value of each
and every diamond in the world.
These standards include a diamond's size (carat weight), color,
cut and clarity.

Name
Carl Norris
John Lehr
Chuck Shreve

No.
. 20

21
17

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Although it's important to
know the facts about diamonds,
you certainly don't have to be an
expert to choose a Keepsake Diamond Ring . . . because Keepsake
guarantees a diamond of fine white
color, correct cut and perfect clarity or replacement assured, The famous Keepsake certificate provides
permanent registration, trade-in
value and protection against loss
of diamonds from the setting.
COLOR: Fine while diamonds are
quite rare and valued accordingly.
Other shades in relative order of
their worth are: blue, yellow,
brown and black.
OUT: The cut of a diamond—the
facets placed on it by a trained
cutter—brings out the gem's fire
arid brilliance. Anything less than
cut reduces beauty, brjland value.

1
5
9
12
19
27
30
4

Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
"""Trinity

2
3
3
l
l
2
7
6

Pos. Games Goals Assists Points Penalties Min.
' l[4
11
6
;• 12
25
16
RW
C
LW
LD
RD
LW
RW
RD
C
LD
LW
RW
C
LD
LW
LW

Games
15
2
2

16
16
16
15
16
16
16
16
15
"
1<>
14
15
12
4
15
11
2
4
2
2

7

3
2
2

11
3
2
2

i 4

3
3

3

2

2
1

3
3

1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

I

3

1
0
1
0
1
0
1)
0
0
0

2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

2
0
1)
1

19
17
14
5
4

9
9
11

R E G I S T E R E D

D I A M O N D

R I N G S

16
6
1
• ; 3 | ; i i " " i -(i
••Mi'
• • • > ' - 64
& : • ; •

3

'

3'

•<"•

• fi

20
2
2
4
•4

4'
2
10
;
0
• 1

o

4
0
0

0

0
8
0
0

Goalie Statistics
Periods Played Goals Against Ave:./Ga. W. L.
42
'4
3

-

J

•.

4 .50
1,.50
4. 98 !

63
2

-

5

5

9

I
0

:o1

1

Nichols 4 (MIT IN
M.I.T. 2 Vit'al)
Yale J.V's 8
Wesleyan 5
Holy ~Cross 6
New Haven 2
Yale J.V's 6
Wesleyan 1

BARONET S25O
WEDDING RING 34.75

KEEPSAKE JEWELER

I

ENGAGEMENT RINGS
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

HELFGOTT
BOX. 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13201 j
K, ? « d Co,

••

10
1
1
2
2
2
1
5
0

to

A

18
22

3

FROM PRE-ENGAGEMENT

S-71'

18

*Cliff McFeeley scored 4 goals against Coach John Dunham succeeded Ray Batson,
who resigned due to business pressures
Wesleyan.
"Trinity won 2 games - lost 1 game- to finish after Dec. 19 game. Dunham started
in 2nd place behind Nichols in M.I.T. In- practice on Jan. 21 with his team winning
iive of eleven games played.
vitational

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING j
Stm1 new 2U pg. booklet. "Planning Your Engagement and "Wedding" j
jilus lull «i!»r folder and 41 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25^. j

- - J . »a.,i s , n

13

YOUR HARTFORD

CARAT: A diamond's she is
m<:;Muinl iit c;uats. As a diamond
imtWKS in MM', il< price will
iiKiriiic even mem: if the quality
lem.iin", umsiam. Hut larger diamond's of inferior quality may actuallv be vvuith less than smaller,
[«'ifrct diamonds.

—

6
110

Game Results
Feb. 5 ••Trinity 1
8
UConn
2
Feb. 6 "Trinity 6
M.I.T.
4
Nichols
Feb. 10 Trinity 4
9
Amherst
Feb. 16 Trinity 2
Lowell Tech. 6
Feb. 20 Trinity 2
Babson
Feb. 22 Trinity 4
3
New Haven 2
Feb. 25 Trinity 0
Feb. 27 Trinity 2
Wesleyan
2

Your Keepsake Jeweler has
a complete selection of new styles.
He's in the Yellow Pages under
"Jewelers." Or, dial free day or
night long distance 800-243-GOOO.
In Connecticut, call 800-942-0653.

CI.ARITV: Determined by the abu'nrc t»f small impurities. A perfi'ft diamond has no impurities
when rv.imiurd under ten power
magnification by a trained eye.

team was co-captain Cliff McFeeley. McFeeley, a right wing, finished with 14 goals
and 11 assists for a total of 25 points. Jono
Frank, the team's second leading scorer
with 19 points led the Bantams in assists
with 13; McFeeley's 14 goals served as the
pacesetter in that department.
Trinity's leading goalie this past season,
was Carl Norris. Norris, who played in all
but one of the Bantams' 16 games, gave up a
total of (53 goals for an average of 4,5 per
game. And this year's winner of the Teddy
Green Award for most penalties? None
other than Al Landry who had 32 penalties
for a total of 64 minutes spent in the penalty
box. Runner-up in the contest was John
Milliken who had only 11 infractions.

97 PRATT ST.

Jewelers
PHONI 522-5441
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Tennis Stars to Battle;
Aid Scholarship Fund
Four top ranked tennis players will be the Now York Clean Air Tennis Classic,
competing at Trinity College March 21, for .shared the Omaha International Doubles
the benefit of the Trinity Club of Hartford laurels and won the U.S. Open Indoor title.
Though he spends considerable time as a
Scholarship Fund.
Heading the quartet are Cliff Richey, the paper sales representative, Graebner
number one-ranked indoor tennis player in earned No. 4 ranking in the U.S. and notched,,
the United States and Clark Graebner, the some notable victories in 1970 winning three
1971 U.S. Open Indoor Champion, who upset singles titles and a record-breaking sixth
Richey last month for the title. Joining these National Clay Court Doubles win. And he
two on the courts at the Ferris Center at was the lone American to reach the quarTrinity will be Joaquin Loyo Mayo, the top terfinals at Wimbledon in 1970.
ranked player from Mexico and Mike
MIKK BKLKIN, a native to Toronto who
Belkin, no. one in Canada.
has represented Canada in the Davis Cup
The Trinity matches, which begin at 7 competition, won ton consecutive Junior
p.m., will pit Mayo, a fighting southpaw who Titles before entering the University of
won the U.S. NCAA singles title in 1909 while Miami. During the early sixties he was the
a student at the University of Southern personal nemesis of Arthur Ashe and took
California, against Belkin, who led the national U.,S. titles from 1961 to 1963.
The 5'10" lefty has recorded victories over...
Canadian team to the American Zone Davis
many of the world's leading players. He
Cup Finals.
Richey and Graebner will vie in the relies heavily on powerful two-hand shots.
LOYO MAYO, includes among his many
second singles match which will be a
rematch of these two strongmen of the titles three U.S. National Championships.
Cliff Richey, the number one ranked indoor tennis player, will be coming to Trinity courts who battled through five sets before As a college senior he won the NCAA singles*
Graebner turned back the veteran Richey in title and shared the doubles.
March 21 to compete with Clark Graebiier, Joaquin Loyo Mayo and Mike Belkin for the
benefit of the Trinity Club of Hartford Scholarship Fund. Admission for students with ID'S Salisbury, Maryland Feb. 21 for the U.S. A fierce competitor, he has represented
Indoor title.
Mexico in Davis Cup Competition since 1966.
is $3. The regular ticket price is $5. Tickets are on sale at Ferris.
A doubles match is also planned in the He compensates for his slight build with
scholarship benefit with the four touring extremely quick reflexes.
tennis stars pairing off against each other.
Tickets for the event may be purchased at
the Ferris Athletic Center or ordered by
mail in care of the Trinity College Alumni
Office. Ticket outlets in the area include
by Dick Vane
Herb's Sports Shop, Hartford and West
"Ali became the symbolic revolutionary," Hartford; Bloomfield Indoor Racquet Club;
There were about 15 people huddled
around the UPI news machine in the WRTC said. Fenn. "He was the black muslim Yankee Clipper Indoor Tennis Club,
by Albert Oonsky
office Monday night, anxiously waiting to minister, the draft evader who flaunted the Southington; Bob's Sporting Goods, SimThe mere thought that spring may be on
find out what had happened during the 15th rules of the country. Like radicals, he was sbury; Nassif Arms Co., Manchester; and
round o£ the fight between Muhammed Ali the man with the big mouth, according to the Pioneer Valley Indoor Tennis Center, its way is enough to send one thoughts of
warm afternoons, beer, and fixing his
and Joe Frazier. One girl was keeping a middle class, always pulling the attention Agawam, Mass.
chart on the blackboard of whom UPI away from the hard working Frazier, He
CLIFF RICHEY, winner of the Grand motorcycle. But when that is over, think
thought had taken each round. The machine also represented the sub-dominant theme of Prix ($25,000), topped all Americans, about baseball. Yes, already, baseball.
Yes spring is on its way, it even came once
began moving and everyone held his breath, narcissism within our society. He was the contract pros, independents and amateurs,
but then it stopped and there was a loud fighter of the black militant and the student; in 1970. In the Davis Cup Challenge round he but it was early, and with spring comes
moan. The keys then began typing again in fact he was reputed to have said that he was the star against West Germany, win- baseball fever, spring fever, yellow fever,
with the message that Joe Frazier had was fighting for blacks and hippies. Even if ning both of his singles matches handily for and dodge fever.
knocked Ali down and that he had been; he didn't say it, it is significant that the the U.S.
Yes spring, when a young man's fancy
awarded the decision in the ''fight of the' quote was widely accepted."
trippingly turns to other stuff, as the poet..
To
date
this
year,
Richey
has
reached
the
century."
'
When Frazier decked Ali, he won a singles finals in Omaha and the U.S. Open said.
Spring, time of the blooming grapefruit,
Suddenly there was a tremendous con- symbolic victory for the middle class. The where he held two match points against
and that means only one thing, "It is now
Eusion in the room. Some people ran out in a fight took on its peculiar significance eventual winner Clark Graebner.
rage while others began a stream of because people, living in a solutionless
CLARK GRAEBNER, age 27, has been off post time," as Fred Capasella used to say.
Spring, yes spring, and time for baseball.*
profanity which has still not ended, breaking society were watching an allegory of our to a fast start in 1971. This year he reached
"What a beautiful day for a ballgame
the record recently set by Riel CrandaH's times reaching a resolution. The fact that the semi-finals in Richmond, the finals of
For a ballgame today. , . "
art students. Many of the girls began crying most people on campus registered such
and even those who had rooted for Frazier violent reactions without even watching the
Alright, so I like baseball. And it's
looked solemn. Heads became permanently bout reinforces the idea that the significance
baseball time again. Spring training has
tilted downward, as if the ground was a of it surpassed the realm of a mere sporting
started already the first games have been
large movie screen showing a skin flick. event. Many people thought that All had
played. Already the first manager has
There was some people who were so been cheated by society. For doing what he
predicted, "Well, if the pitching comes
depressed the next day that they could believed, he had been stripped of his crown
through, and we get a little hitting we could
hardly function. One student said that he and not allowed to fight for 3-1/2 years. Ali
go all the way. And another manager has
was not going to go to classes in protest to was defeated as much by society as he was
said, "We'll win our share." And several
the decision.
managers have said, "No I don't think I'll
by Frazier. Justice seemed someliow inThe extreme reaction of many students on volved in the fight.
have any trouble handling
" (the
campus and of many people across the
managers are Walter Alston, and Ted^,
More than just a symbol of anti-system
nation to Ali's defeat was fantastically forces for many students, Ali was a symbol
Williams. Fill in the blanks with Richie
different from the reaction of those same during their childhood of ultimate perAllen and Denny McLain, respectively.)
people to any other type of sporting event, fection. George Washington, the Beatles and
The clubs all have their bright looking
indeed markedly different from their Cassius Clay were regarded as the best in
rookies; their veterans who are going to
reaction to even any other boxing match. their fields, unblemished, undefeated. They
have their best season ever; their sore
Their reaction was so different because the were constants in a rapidly changing world.
armed pitchers who are going to win 20
Ali-Frazier bout left the realm of a pure The Beatles have now broken up, and
games; the trades they want to make; the
sporting event for most people and became historians tell us that in many of the places
players they want to get.
a ritualistic enactment of the battle between that George Washington was said to have
The players are all going to have their
contradictory forces within our society. slept, he was not unaccompanied. Ali was
best year. Every minor league player is
People.cried not for Ali the fighter, but for yet another childhood bastion to fall. When
saying this is the year he makes it into the
Ali the figure whose personality had become Frazier unloaded his left hook a lot more
big leagues; players nurse injuries, hoping
Clark Graebner
a symbol with which they identified.
than Ali's 215 pounds fell to the canvas.
to get better; some practice, others hold out..
Richard K. Fenn, Associate professor of
for money, security, dignity.
Sociology, explained the contradictory
The press, anxious from a five month
forces involved within the fiaht for manv
layoff, is sharpening pencils and wits, and
people. "Frazier was given the image by
the cliches are flowing like champagne in a
the press of the hard working square who
post game victory party. There are springy
makes it. Many of the releases during
phenoms; there are rookies prospects;
the pre-fight build-up showed Frazier
there is the grapefruit circut.
working out, wit h sweat rolling down his
Club owners hustle tickets, promising new
face. He was seen as the family man; the
by
O'Donnell
hv Shawn
Shawn n'nnmmll
V
teams,
new looks, new players, new
guy who's a little unpolished but who He was the one and only. For the last the left jab by bobbing under it and throwing
through hard work and determination, decade, Muhammad Ali was a boxer of hooks to the ribs. Ali needed a whip and a managers, new ballparks, "a whole new
makes himself a success. Even his style unparalleled license and glamour; quick chair to keep Joe at arm's length. For ballgame".
The fans, they ignore it. Every year, the
of boxing, the rough slugger, contributed flesh at two hundred and fifteen pounds. The, Frazier, it was the best job he has done with
same thing, every spring, the same thing,
to his image."
hard hats, with their "belly up to the bar1a difficult opponent since he knocked out only the names have been changed. And it s
"In short," said Fenn, "Frazier became a sense of manhood, criticized his technique Buster Mathis, an unmanageable hulk,
symbol oi the dominant values of the middle and longed for the day when they would get three years ago. By the middle of the fight, O.K. to say that baseball has lost its appeal,
class. Frazier embodiend the utilitarian a real fighter as champion. Joe Frazier is his thunderous body attack was taking ef- that the fan wants more action. It's OK to
values of our society. He had worked his their man. He decisioned Ali in a tough, fect. Ali went the distance only because, as knock baseball. But the grand old game.,
way up within the limits of the game, quietly honest fight to become the undisputed one observer put it, "He has a soccer ball for ain't dead yet. 162 games is a lot of games,
it's too many games, but somehow, come
and efficiently. For blacks he became a heavyweight champion.
a heart." He suffered terribly in the eleventh August, baseball becomes important again.
symbol of those blacks who are working
We were promised a classic match of round when Frazier sent him wobbling
their way up within the system. He was the contrasting styles. Most people were con- about the ring with a barrage of blows. For two months baseball has glory. Whether
it's the Amazin' Mets, or the Big Bed
fighter of the middle class.
vinced that a master boxer like Ali could Never a delicate marksman, Frazier was Machine, or even the Old Whiz Kids,
Ali on the other hand, was pictured by the hold Frazier at bay for a while. But Frazier, unable to put the defending champ away,
press as the ultimate non-conformist, blood brother to a legion of Philadelphia although he did floor him in the last round. baseball is alone in the spotlight. And in that
Photographs of Ati in the newspapters did fighters who pinned a dream on a left hook The verdict was unanimous and decisive. I light all that has come before takes on
meaning it didn't have then. And in senS
August
not show him working out as they did and went nowhere, never gave Ali any gave it to Frazier, 9-5-1. .
all
insane
posturings
of
March
make
?l
Frazier, but talking and taunting. Ali was punching room. Frazier would prefer to
There will be no requiem for Muhammad spring training, those early games, they add
the master braggadocio. He spent more fight in a tlelphone booth. He backed Ali into
time talking than running. Ali was the corners and against the ropes, all the time Ali. He has two and a half million dollars, up, and come August, "My God!" it's time*
natural fighter, with a style uniquely his hacking away at the body, cutting the ring most of which will go to taxes, and the shards for that beer and that sunny afternoon, ana
of a shattered career. He will not end up like baseball.
own.
down on his big opponent. Frazier slipped
(Continued on P. 7)
See you then.

Allegory of Times

If Was More Than a Fight

Frazier Reigns Supreme
After "Fight of the Century"

Rites of Spring:
Baseball Again -

